Functional analysis of mutated purine-cytosine permease from Saccharomyces cerevisiae. A possible role of the hydrophilic segment 371-377 in the active carrier conformation.
The purine-cytosine permease (PCP) is an active transporter located in the plasma membrane of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. This protein mediates purine (adenine, guanine, and hypoxanthine) and cytosine accumulation in the cell by using an electrochemical potential difference in proton as the energy source. Various mutant strains, with altered Kt(app) (apparent Michaelis constant of transport) of uptake for one or several bases, have already been selected. Their cloning and sequencing revealed that three of them presented substitutions in the same region of the putative sequence of the PCP: this region might correspond to the hydrophilic segment 371-377 (I-A-N-N-I-P-N). Two mutants displayed single mutations, resulting in only one amino acid residue change (N377I and N374I, respectively), and the other displayed three amino acid substitutions (I371V, I375V, and N377G). Therefore, to analyze the contribution of individual amino acid changes to the phenotype of the complex mutant, single (N377G) and double (I371V,I375V) mutants were constructed by site-directed mutagenesis. The influence of single mutations in this region was studied by measuring, for adenine, hypoxanthine, and cytosine, the uptake constants on cells and equilibrium binding parameters on plasma membrane-enriched fractions. Uptake and binding constant determinations showed that all the variations observed for the Kt(app) of uptake were correlated with variations of the binding Kd(app) for the corresponding solutes. Thus, our results emphasize the role of the two asparagine residues, located at positions 374 and 377, respectively, in the binding of the bases. In addition, the sole substitution of the 377 asparagine residue by glycine is responsible for the phenotype of the triple mutant. The effect of pH on the apparent hypoxanthine binding dissociation constant showed that the effects of N377G and N377I changes were, at least partially, due to a shift of the pKa of an ionizable amino acid residue of the unliganded permease. These two amino acid residue changes induced a shift of the pKa of this group in the unliganded, deprotonated permease about two units toward acidic pH. This result suggests that the 371-377 segment might play a key role in the proper three-dimensional structure of the active purine-cytosine permease.